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• The importance of sleep

• Sleep Regulatory Substances 
(SRSs) in sleep regulation

• Paradigms for the brain 
organization of sleep 

• Sleep in cortical columns



Importance of Sleep

• You will spend 
27 years asleep

• How long you live depends 
on your sleep habits

• Over $2 billion is spent
each year on sleeping pills

• Sleepiness causes accidents

• Sleepiness is bad for 
performance



While asleep,

• you do not eat, drink, 
socialize or reproduce

• you are subject to predation

Implication:
Sleep has a very important 
evolutionary value.



All functions of the body 
are altered during sleep.

• Behavior

• Motor and sensory 
functions

• Mental activity

• Autonomic functions

• Hormone secretions

• Immune function



Sleep loss is associated with:

• Enhanced sensitivity to pain

• Enhanced sensitivity to seizures

• Fatigue

• Sleepiness and excess sleep

• Metabolic syndrome; type II diabetes

• Cognitive and memory impairments

All can be elicited by injection
of exogenous IL1 or TNF



In this science fiction series about sleepless humans, 
to experience sleep they take “interleukin-1.”



TNF plasma levels increase during 
pathologies associated with sleepiness 

or excessive sleep.

•Sleep apnea

• Insomnia

•Excessive daytime 
sleepiness

•AIDS

•Myocardial infarction

•Preeclampsia

•Post-dialysis fatigue

•Alcoholism

•Chronic fatigue 
syndome

•Post-viral fatigue 
syndrome

•Rheumatoid arthritis

• Influenza virus infection



TNF-Sleep and Pathology

• TNF polymorphic variant, G-308A is associated 
with metabolic syndrome and sleep apnea

• The soluble TNF receptor reduces fatigue 
and sleepiness in rheumatoid arthritic 
and sleep apnea patients



TNF enhances NREM sleep

• Mice receiving TNF IP 
sleep about 90 minutes 
extra during the first 9 
hours after injection



What exactly is it 
that sleeps?

Or

How is the brain organized 
to produce sleep?



Chain of Command vs. Swarm

• Chain of Command Model
(sleep regulatory circuit paradigm)

• Central control
• Inconsistent with experimental data
• Sleep mechanism (M) never found
• Logic problem; infinite regress

• Swarm Model
(local use-dependent hypothesis)

• No central control
• Fits experimental data
• Sleep an emergent statistical 

property of local events
• No component has intent; 

avoids infinite regress



The sleep regulatory circuit paradigm 
(Chain of Command Model) does not explain:

• Reoccurrence of sleep after lesions

• Sleep inertia

• Sleep homeostasis

• Sleep loss induced performance decrements

• Many parasomnias

The local use-dependent hypothesis view allows for parts 
of the brain to be asleep while parts are awake. With this 
view it is easy to invoke explanations for the above.



Sleep is not a whole brain phenomenon.

1. Dolphin sleep is unilateral

2. Sleep intensity (EEG slow wave power) 
is greater in areas differentially activated 
during prior waking

3. Cortical columns oscillate between states

4. Clinical observations suggest that patients 
can be asleep and awake simultaneously



All mammals sleep no matter what 
part of their brain is damaged.

• Sleep is self-organizing 

• Sleep is an intrinsic 
property of any viable 
neuronal network



• Cortical columns (neuronal assemblies) 
oscillate between states.

• Evoked response size can be used to characterize 
sleep-like states in cortical columns.

• Mistakes are made if a column is in the sleep state.



• Adjacent columns express different amounts of sleep 
regulatory substances depending on their activity

TNF in neurons is 
activity-dependent
Green-fos
Red-TNF

• Such data indicate that parts of the brain can 
be awake while other parts are asleep and thus 
degrade performance.



Sleep Function

• Sleep regulatory chemicals in the brain also 
regulate the connections between neurons

• The brain you wake up with is different 
from the one you went to sleep with!



Summary 

• Sleep is important

• TNF and other cytokines are involved 
in physiological sleep regulation

• Neuronal assemblies oscillate 
between states 

• A new paradigm for the brain 
organization of sleep is revolutionizing 
the field of sleep research

• The new paradigm is applicable 
to performance and medical issues
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What are the consequences of sleep 
restriction and sleep deprivation?

• Short term
§ Minutes, hours
§ Error, accident, catastrophe

• Mid-term
§ Weeks, months, years
§ Bad planning, inadequate strategizing, 

poor life decisions

• Long-term
§ Years 
§ Overweight/obesity, type II diabetes, 

sleep disorder breathing, metabolic syndrome, etc.

• Triad of factors supporting health, productivity, 
and well-being
§ Diet, exercise, sleep



What is fatigue?

• Fatigue operationally defined
§ Subjectively by self-report
§ Objectively by degraded performance

• Fatigue is the final common pathway integrating
§ Time awake, sleep/wake history, and sleep loss
§ Time on task, task intensity, and task complexity
§ Circadian rhythm, time of day
§ Individual differences



Components of Fatigue:
Time Awake, Time of Day, Time on Task

Adapted from Wesensten et al., 2004



Sleep Restriction 
and Performance



Volunteers in the Laboratory



Psychomotor Vigilance Task

Belenky et al., 2003



Acute Total Sleep Deprivation 
in an Air Cargo Flight Accident:

American International Flight 808
18 August 1993



Guantanamo Bay, Cuba



Crash Site

All 3 crew members were rescued 
from the cockpit and survived. 



The Approach to Guantanamo

The approach to Guantanamo 
requires a sharp right bank 
to avoid Cuban air space.
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Crash of American International Flight 808:
Sleep Amounts Prior to Crash Landing



Cockpit Voice Recorder Just Prior to Crash

Engineer: Slow, Airspeed

Co-Pilot: Check the turn.

Captain: Where’s the strobe?

Co-Pilot: Right over here.

Captain: Where?

Co-Pilot: Right inside there, right inside 
there.

Engineer: You know, we’re not gettin’ our 
airspeed back there.

Captain: Where is the strobe?

Co-Pilot: Right down there.

Captain: I still don’t see it.

Engineer: #, we’re never goin’ to make this.

Captain: Where do you see a strobe 
light?

Co-Pilot: Right over here.

Captain: Gear, gear down, spoilers armed. 

Engineer: Gear down, three green spoilers,   
flaps, checklist

???:  There you go, right there, lookin’ 
good.

Captain: Where’s the strobe?
Co-Pilot: Do you think you’re gonna make 

this?

Captain: Yeah… if I can catch the strobe 
light.

Co-Pilot: 500, you’re in good shape.

Engineer: Watch the, keep your airspeed up.

Co-Pilot: 140. [sound of stall warning]

???: Don’t – stall warning.

Captain: I got it.
Co-Pilot: Stall warning.

Engineer: Stall Warning

Captain: I got it, back off.
???: Max power!

???: There it goes, there it goes!

???: Oh no!



Other Sleep-Related Catastrophes

• Three-Mile Island Nuclear Reactor Accident, 1979

• Challenger Launch Decision, 1986

• Chernobyl Nuclear Reactor Accident, 1986

• Exxon-Valdez Grounding, 1989



Night Float vs. Day Shift 
in Physicians in Training 
at Sacred Heart and 
Deaconess Hospitals



Physician on Day Shift and 
Night Float Sequence

Sleep Watch



Sleep Off Shift & On Shift
/Day Shift vs. Night Float

Day Shift Night Float



The New Science and Art 
of Fatigue Risk Management



Short of automating extended work hours 
or backside of the clock operations…



Integration of Fatigue Risk Management 
into Rostering and Scheduling Software

• Personal biomedical status monitoring
§ Sleep/wake history (by sleep watch)
§ Circadian rhythm phase (by technology TBD)
§ Predict performance in real time person by person 
(by biomathematical performance prediction model)

§ Validate with embedded performance metrics
– Lane deviation (trucking)
– Flight performance (commercial aviation)

• Integrate performance prediction into rostering 
and scheduling software
§ Integrate into objective function
§ Optimize along with other constraints



Sleep like politics is local.

Local sleep aggregates to 
produce whole organism sleep.

Sleep is crucial for performance, 
productivity, health, and 
well-being.
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